For data with high-dimensional covariates but small sample sizes, the analysis of single datasets often generates unsatisfactory results. The integrative analysis of multiple independent datasets provides an effective way of pooling information and outperforms single-dataset and several alternative multi-datasets methods. Under many scenarios, multiple datasets are expected to share common important covariates, that is, the corresponding models have similarity in their sparsity structures. However, the existing methods do not have a mechanism to promote the similarity in sparsity structures in integrative analysis. In this study, we consider penalized variable selection and estimation in integrative analysis. We develop an L 0 -penalty based method, which explicitly promotes the similarity in sparsity structures. Computationally it is realized using a coordinate descent algorithm. Theoretically it has the selection and estimation consistency properties. Under a wide spectrum of simulation scenarios, it has identification and estimation performance comparable to or better than the alternatives. In the analysis of three lung cancer datasets with gene expression measurements, it identifies genes with sound biological implications and satisfactory prediction performance.
Introduction
Data with high-dimensional covariates and small sample sizes are now routinely encountered. A large number of statistical methods and theories have been developed for the analysis of such data.
Despite tremendous successes, a problem commonly encountered in practice is that the results from single-dataset analysis are often unsatisfactory with the estimation and identification results having low reliability and poor reproducibility (Zhao et al., 2015) . Among the possible causes, the most important is likely to be the small sample sizes of individual studies (Zhao et al., 2015; Tseng et al., 2015) . When there are multiple datasets from independent comparable studies, multidatasets analysis can pool information, increase sample size, and outperform single-dataset analysis (Guerra and Goldstein, 2009 ). In multi-datasets analysis, integrative analysis, which jointly analyzes the raw data from multiple datasets, can be more effective than several alternatives including classic meta-analysis, which analyzes each dataset separately and then pools summary statistics (Liu et al., 2014a) . For comprehensive reviews on integrative analysis and other multidatasets methods, seeTseng et al. (2015) and references therein.
With high-dimensional covariates, variable selection is usually needed along with estimation.
Two cases have been considered in integrative analysis (Liu et al., 2014a) . The first is the homogeneity case, under which the models in multiple datasets share the same set of important covariates, that is, they have the same sparsity structure. Here only one-dimensional variable selection is needed. As suggested in Liu et al. (2014a) and others, often the homogeneity case is too restricted.
As an alternative, under the heterogeneity case, the models not necessarily have identical sets of important covariates. That is, the sparsity structures may differ across datasets. The heterogeneity case includes the homogeneity case as a special example and is more flexible. With the heterogeneity in sparsity structure, two-dimensional variable selection is needed (Zhao et al., 2015) . The aforementioned integrative analysis studies have been mostly focused on biomedical data. In the field of machine learning, the problem of jointly estimating models using multiple datasets has also 2 ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT been studied and referred to as "multi-task learning (MTL)" (Argyriou et al., 2008; Lounici et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2012) .
In integrative analysis, although it is important to be flexible and allow for different sparsity structures across datasets, under many scenarios, it is desirable to promote their similarity. As the first family of examples, consider data from independent studies on the same response variable and the same set of covariates. A representative example is described in Section 5. Here with the differences in experimental setups and heterogeneity in samples, a covariate can be important in some datasets but not others. However it is still reasonable to expect that the sets of identified important covariates are similar across datasets to a large extent. As the second example, consider the integrative analysis of genetic data on different cancer types (Liu et al., 2014b) . Here the similarity in sparsity structures correspond to genes associated with multiple cancer types, which represent the more essential features of cancer and can be of more interest than type-specific cancer genes.
Under the above scenarios and those alike, promoting the similarity in sparsity structures can potentially improve analysis. However, the existing integrative analysis and MTL methods lack an explicit mechanism to do so. To fix ideas, in Figure 1 , we consider the heterogeneity case and its extreme, the homogeneity case. In each panel, a column represents a dataset (M1, M2, or M3), a row represents a covariate (Covariate 1, 2, . . .), and a shaded rectangle represents a true or identified important covariate. Under the homogeneity case, the three datasets share the same six important covariates. Under the heterogeneity case, the three datasets share three common important covariates, and each also has three dataset-specific important covariates. The goal is to promote the identification of important covariates shared by multiple datasets (which correspond to the similarity in sparsity structures), while allowing for dataset-specific important covariates (difference in sparsity structures). Figure 1 shows that the proposed method can achieve such a goal better than the competing composite MCP. More details follow in Section 4.
In the literature, there are a few methods that also investigate the "interconnections" across 3 ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT models and datasets. The most relevant is perhaps the contrasted penalization (Shi et al., 2014) , which also conducts integrative analysis and applies penalty to smooth over the regression coefficients of the same covariates in multiple datasets. The contrasted penalization and other smoothing methods are concerned with the magnitudes of regression coefficients. Even when multiple studies measure the same response variable and covariates, as for example in Section 5, it is difficult to achieve full comparability of measurements across datasets (Guerra and Goldstein, 2009) . When for example different studies are on different disease types as in Liu et al. (2014b) , it is not sensible to compare the magnitudes of regression coefficients across datasets. Under these scenarios, it is appropriate to directly work with the sparsity structures but not the magnitudes of regression coefficients.
Significantly advancing from the existing ones, this study will directly address the similarity in sparsity structures in integrative analysis. The proposed method has an intuitive formulation and solid statistical basis, can be effectively realized, and numerically outperforms the alternatives. In what follows, we describe the data and model settings in Section 2. The proposed method and its computational algorithm and statistical properties are described in Section 3. Numerical studies, including simulation in Section 4 and data analysis in Section 5, demonstrate its satisfactory performance. The article concludes with discussion in Section 6. Additional technical details and numerical results are provided in a Supplementary File.
Data and Model Settings
Consider the integrative analysis of M independent datasets. In dataset m(= 1, . . . , M) with n m iid samples, denote
) as the response vector and X m ∈ R n m ×p m as the covariate matrix. Assume that the M datasets measure the same set of covariates. In practice, partially matched covariate sets can be easily accommodated using a rescaling approach (Liu et al., 2014a ).
Thus we have p
Consider the regression models 
Methods
We adopt penalization for selection and regularized estimation. For a review of the existing penalized integrative analysis methods, see Zhao et al. (2015) and others.
Denote pen(β) as the penalty function. Consider the objective function
Denoteβ as its minimizer. A nonzero component ofβ suggests an association between the corresponding covariate and response. Liu et al. (2014a) proposes using the composite MCP (minimax concave penalty) under the heterogeneity case. Composite penalization provides a way of two-dimensional selection, with an alternative being sparse group penalization. The composite MCP is built on the MCP, which has been shown to have superior statistical and numerical properties. It takes the form
Here ρ 1 (•) is the MCP penalty (Zhang, 2010) We first consider the following penalty, which will be imposed in addition to (2):
where ρ 2 (t; λ) = λI(t 0). Our strategy is that penalty (2) conducts the main variable selection, whereas penalty (3) 
e., the homogeneity case. The proposed penalty is also related to the Jaccard index of similarity (Tan et al., 2005) , which is a ratio and computationally prohibitive.
A penalty involving the L 0 norm is difficulty to optimize. For computational feasibility, we replace ρ 2 in (3) with the SELO (seamless-L 0 ) penalty (Dicker et al., 2012) , which is defined by
where τ is a small positive constant. Dicker et al. (2012) shows that the SELO can have the same asymptotic properties as the L 0 penalty while being computationally more feasible. Overall, the proposed penalized objective function is
Computation
Optimizing (5) is realized using a coordinate descent (CD) approach, which contains an outer loop for β j 's and an inner loop for β m j 's. Denoteβ
as the estimate of β j at the Kth loop. The CD algorithm proceeds as follows:
This can be achieved as follows.
where S (z, η) = sgn(z)(|z| − η) + is the soft-thresholding operator.
Repeat
Step 2 until convergence. In numerical study, ||β
|| 2 ≤ 10 −3 is used as the convergence criterion.
This algorithm uses 0 as the initial value. A "hot start" may reduce computational cost. Although seemingly complicated, the proposed algorithm is computationally affordable. Using code written in R, the analysis of one replicate (generated under the scenario described in Table 1 (Dicker et al., 2012 (λ 1 , λ 2 ) are chosen using a BIC criterion with model size for the degrees of freedom .
Parameter path We simulate one replicate under the setting of "unstructured auto-regressive correlation with ρ = 0.7 + unclustered important covariate effects with nonzero coefficients ∼ unif(0.2, 1)" (see Section 4 for details). We analyze using the proposed method and composite MCP and plot the parameter paths for one dataset in Figure 9 (Supplementary File S2.3). Overall the parameter paths of the proposed method are similar to those of other penalized estimates. Compared to the composite MCP, they are "less smoother". For this simulated dataset, when the tunings are properly chosen, the proposed method can correctly identify the true positives, while the composite MCP fails to do so.
Statistical properties
The proposed penalty differs significantly from the existing ones, and the existing results and techniques are not directly applicable in establishing the statistical properties. Additional complexity is also brought by the heterogeneity across datasets.
The important covariate index sets of the M datasets are respectively labeled as 
) as the minimizer of
which is the oracle counterpart of objective function (5). 
Proof is provided in the Supplementary File S1. This lemma establishes estimation consistency when the true sparsity structures are known.
This coincides with the results in He and Shao (2000) .
Consider the oracle estimatorβ
The theorem below provides sufficient conditions to ensure thatβ o is a local minimizer of L(β) with a high probability. Define
The following additional conditions are assumed. 
Model parameters can be varied to achieve → 0. This theorem establishes the oracle selection and estimation consistency properties of the proposed method.
Simulation study
We set M = 3, n m = 100, and p = 1000. Table 4 (Supplementary File). For the important covariates, their regression coefficients are (a) set all equal to 0.6, and (b) generated randomly from unif(0.2, 1).
To better gauge performance of the proposed method, we also compare with the competing alternatives. The first is the contrasted gBridge (group bridge) method (Shi et al., 2014) , which promotes similarity in the magnitudes of regression coefficients across datasets. Under the present settings, important covariates have similar coefficients in multiple datasets, which favors this method.
The second is an MTL method. Under the sparsity condition, many MTL studies have adopted the group Lasso to achieve a common set of features for multiple datasets (Argyriou et al., 2008; Lounici et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2012) . As the MCP-based group selection outperforms the Lasso-based , we adopt the group MCP for MTL analysis. The third method for comparison is the composite MCP, which can provide direct insights into the newly developed penalty.
When evaluating the proposed method and comparing with the alternatives, we are the most interested in variable selection performance, which is measured using the numbers of TP (true positive) and FP (false positive). In addition, we are interested in prediction performance evaluated using PRE defined as The general patterns of the performance of different methods are similar across data settings.
As a representative example, consider Table 1 Table 7 , which has the same settings as Table 1 half-overlapping scenario, we find that the proposed method has improvement for both common and dataset-specific important covariates. As expected, there is more improvement for common important covariates (details are presented in the Supplementary File S2.5).
The overall observation is that the proposed method is comparable to the alternatives under a few scenarios but significantly outperforms them under many others. Thus it provides a "safe" choice for practical data analysis. It is interesting to observe superior performance of the proposed method under the none-overlapping scenario. This observation is also reasonable. The three simulated datasets, although having no common important covariate, share a large number of covariates with zero effects. The proposed method can also promote the zero effects to be consistent across datasets and thus reduce false positives and improve variable selection.
Analysis of lung cancer data
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death for both men and women in the U.S. Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the most common type of lung cancer, constituting approximately 85% of the cases.
Gene profiling studies have been widely conducted on lung cancer, searching for markers associated with prognosis. Following Xie et al. (2011) , we collect data from three independent studies. The DFCI (DanaFarber Cancer Institute) study had a total of 78 patients, among whom 35 died during followup. The median followup time was 51 months. The HLM (Moffitt Cancer Center) study had a total of 76 patients, among whom 59 died during followup. The median followup time was 39 months. The MSKCC (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center) study had a total of 102 patients, among whom 38 died during followup.
The median followup time was 43.5 months. Affymetrix U133 plus 2.0 arrays were used to measure gene expressions. After processing, data on 22,283 probe sets are available for analysis. The quantile-quantile method is applied for normalization. Although the proposed method can analyze all the probes, we conduct 14 ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT prescreening following Liu et al. (2013) , remove noises, and analyze data on 2,000 probes.
The response is survival time, for which we adopt the AFT (accelerated failure time) model, following Liu et al. (2013) . Under high-dimensional settings, this model can be preferred with its lucid interpretation and low computational cost. In the Supplementary File S3, we provide details on the estimation procedure.
The objective function has a weighted least squares form, and the proposed method and computational algorithm are directly applicable.
With the proposed method, thirteen genes are identified in at least one dataset, among which eleven are identified in all three datasets. The estimation results are presented in Table 2 . Literature search suggests that some of the identified genes have important implications. Specially, a few represent the hallmark of cancer, such as signaling and cell adhesion. The protein encoded by gene CSF1 is a cytokine that controls the production, differentiation, and function of macrophages. This gene has been associated with the development of giant cell tumors. Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 3 (CXCL3) is a small cytokine belonging to the CXC chemokine family that is also known as GRO3 oncogene (GRO3). CXCL3 controls migration and adhesion of monocytes. Its down-regulation has been implicated in cancer development. Gene MTO1 encodes a mitochondrial protein involved in mitochondrial tRNA modification. It has been implicated in cancer development (www.genecards.org). The protein encoded by gene RFXANK, along with regulatory factor X-associated protein and regulatory factor-5, forms a complex that binds to the X box motif of certain Beyond the proposed, the three alternative methods are also applied. The summary comparison is presented in Table 3 . The alternatives identify 28, 35, and 68 genes in at least one dataset. Detailed results are available from the authors. The contrasted gBridge and multi-task methods identify the same sets of genes across datasets. The numbers of identified genes are much larger than that of the proposed, which leads to unfocused hypothesis for downstream study. In addition, the three studies were independently conducted and had considerable differences, and the result of identical gene sets may be too strong .
The composite MCP identifies largely different gene sets across datasets. More specifically, the numbers of identified genes for the three datasets are 35, 18, and 18, respectively, and any two datasets share only one common gene. There is a lack of objective measure which set of identified genes is "biologically more meaning". Prediction evaluation is conducted, which may provide some insights on the identified genes, using a random sampling approach (Liu et al., 2014b) . Specifically, each dataset is randomly split into a training and a testing set, with sizes 2:1. Estimates are generated using the training data and used to make prediction for the testing set samples. The logrank statistic is used to evaluate prediction. With 100 random splittings, the average logrank statistics are 7.77 (contrasted gBridge), 6.76 (multi-task), 3.32 (composite MCP), and 10.45 (proposed), respectively. The proposed method has the best prediction performance.
Discussion
For data with high-dimensional covariates but small sample sizes, integrative analysis provides an effective way of pooling information and increasing power and outperforms single-dataset and several multi-datasets methods. This study advances from the existing integrative analysis studies by explicitly promoting the similarity in model sparsity structures across multiple datasets. A novel penalization method has been developed, which uses the composite MCP for selection and introduces a new penalty to address the sparsity structures. We rigorously establish that the proposed method has the selection and estimation consistency properties. In simulation, the proposed method has slightly inferior performance when multiple datasets are highly similar but significantly outperforms the alternatives under other scenarios. It provides a safe choice in practice when the degree of similarity of model sparsity structures is unknown. In data analysis, it identifies genes with sound biological interpretations and superior prediction performance.
Smoothing over covariate effects has been pursued in the literature. See for example Huang et al. (2011) , the work on fused Lasso, and others. The proposed method significantly advances from them by directly addressing the sparsity structures, which, under many scenarios, is more sensible than smoothing over the magnitudes of regression coefficients. The lack of full comparability across datasets and covariate effects has been well acknowledged (Guerra and Goldstein, 2009; Zhao et al., 2015) , and thus the proposed technique can have broad applications. On the other hand, the advancement inevitably brings drawbacks.
Compared to some alternatives, the proposed method is computationally more expensive. With the present algorithm and R code, the computer time can pose a hurdle if p is of the order 10 5 or higher. Under the sparsity condition, the number of relevant covariates is usually small. The application of screening and other statistical techniques can significantly reduce the dimensionality so that the proposed method is applicable. In addition, adopting more advanced computing hardware and other programming languages may also reduce computer time. The additional complexity of proposed method also brings challenges to the study of convergence. In all of our numerical analyses, convergence is satisfactorily achieved. However, examining the literature suggests that the existing techniques may not be directly applicable to establishing the convergence properties. Studies such as Dicker et al. (2012) suggest that theoretical convergence study for non-convex minimization is extremely challenging. More fundamental studies may be needed in the future. 
